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NOTES 

' I am aware of the criticisms leveraged to Readings' model by other scholars, but he 
was writing from his own experience as a professor at the Université de Montréal, 
in Québec, Canada, and I am writing as a professor of the Universidad Autónoma 
de Yucatan, in Mexico. Both universities have been part of the respective national 
governments' efforts in Canada and Mexico to create national cultures, and of the 
respective Québec and Yucatan regional authorities' efforts to create regionalist 
sentiments and identities. Whether or not the early model of university was the 
German one is dubious in both cases, but that specific issue is beyònd the scope of 
this article. Also, John Postill (2006) and Georgina Born (2006) have pointed out that 
taking into consideration the materiality of software would invalidate most of this 
paper's points. I have chosen to stick to the polítics and ideology of software, instead, 
in order to maintain the viability of my analysis and discussion. 
An example that comes to mind is the software applications developed and used 
by CONACYT, the Mexican National Council of Science and Technology, at least 
since 1990. Still in 2008 the applications used by researchers to apply for CONACYT 
programs were all based on non-proprietary platforms, probably to ensure cross
platform functionality in all Mexican uníversitíes. 

' Microsoft's PowerPoint seems to be an important exception that is being used even 
in seminars of IBM and other software providers who subscribe, at least in theory, to 
free and open source software rhetoric (Hakken 2006). 
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How AN "INTELLECTUAL CoMMUNE" 

ÜRGANIZES MOVEMENT: 
A BRIEF REPORT ON THE EXPBUMENT 

"RESEARCH SPACE Suvu+NoMo" 

Ko Mr-Som~ 
Translated from Korean by Lee Seok-Won 

"The University's Dead!" 

Professors will tell you, "College students these days have no interest in anything 

but their love lives and the higher civil service examinations." Students say, 

"Professors do nothing but go to conferences and work on research projects." lt 

seems students no longer consider professors their teachers and professors do 

not consider students their intellectual campanians. In a word, there exists no 

relationship of teacher and student in the university at the moment. But actually, 

t~is is not true. The term "relationship of teacher and students" had already 

d1sappeared a long time ago. A university (::k'*) without the relationship of teacher 

and student? What a laughable contradiction in terms!!! As is well known, before 

modernity, s tu dents wandered all over the world seeking for teachers. Confuci us 

had over three thousand students; five thousand students gathered for Zhu Xi's 

lectures; a nd a group of writers assembled in Wang Yang Ming's back yard: today 

these sound like stories from science fiction. 

Looking around, you can see universities all over the place. Their facilities 

ha~~ ~ecome much better. Nearly all have devoted themselves to remodeling their 

facd1t1es. Moreover, today there areno students who simply ignore their grades, 

hanging around in the Student Union all day the way students in the 1980s did. 

Students these days devote themselves to attending class and managing their 
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grades. Professors are the sarne. lt is simply unimaginable for them not to show 

up for their lectures as faculty did in the 1970s and 1980s, or not to prepare for 

their classes rneticulously. In other words, both students and professors have 

become upright and loyal subjects of university. Yet the relationship of teacher 

and student has disappeared? Yes! Everything is in place, but there is one thing 

lacking: the intellectual pathos that connects students to professors as teacher 

and a student has disappeared. Knowledge is grounded in the desire (I call it 

"questioning while walking") to pose a challenging question to existence and the 

world and to constitute with that question a cornpletely different kind of li fe. This 

kind of knowledge has neither cause nor effect, direction nor purpose, a nd it is by 

nature productive and subversive, since it is indeed primitive. And at universities 

of our time, has this "primitive force" disappeared? Where on earth has it gone? 

As everyone knows, it has been absorbed by capital! 
In this respect, universities of our tirne are incredibly hornogenous. Whether 

they are "first class" or second class, in Seoul or rural areas, specializing in 

the hurnanities or natural sciences, all universities and all acaclemics produce 

subjects with the sarne desire and similar capabilities. One may argue that this 

is the "popularization" and "dernocratization" of knowledge. Of course not! In 

addition to being sterile and exclusive, hornogeneity without difference is this way 

because it is always coupled with rnonopoly and hierarchy. Beginning in the late 

twentieth century, so-called technocrats began to emerge as Korean society was 

rapidly transforrned into a "knowledge-based society." 1 They are clans cornpletely 

different from traditional intelligentsias. For them, knowleclge itself is capital and 

power. In other worcls, technocrats are not people who serve capital ancl power, 

but those who have managecl to em body "knowledge, capital a nd power." Today 

it is they who determine and establish the basis of Korean society. Yet from the 

outset access to their knowledge is blocked. The masses only know the results. 

Not subjects but objects of management and control. Obviously, homogeneity 
anclmonopoly go hand in hand with each other. 

The university is moving in the clirection of ever greater consolidation 

oí the configurations of knowledge. This will mean an enhancement of the 

"clistinction" of the modern knowledge that has dominatecl Korean society since 
the twentieth century, a nd the death of the university that has been the backbone of 

knowledge. Its symptoms a re emergí ng here a nd there: the clear a nd unmistakable 
syrnptorns that link the "distinction of íntellectuals/technocrats" and the "death 

of university." 
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The lntellectual Commune: Active Networks of"Mass lntelligence" 

However, there is no need to be frustrated. lf the university is producing subjects 

of the desi re for the technocracy, a completely different kind of desi re is teeming 

outside of the university. Let us call it "Mass lntelligence" (as Goh Byeong-Gwon 

has): mass intelligence is more popular than the masses and more intelligent than 

intellectuals in that it constitutes its presence only in networks. While technocrats 

operate within the trinity of "knowledge, capital, and the state," mass intellectuals 
plunge into "the learning ocean of intelligence." 

The only force that empowers mass intelligence is passion for learning. This 

passion has various spectrums. There is the passion for more information, the 

desire to escape from psychological isolation, and the need to compensate for 

the study one has not finished. On the one hand, there is profound reflection on 

existence and the world, although this can remain at the level of humanitas and 

personal hobby. On the other hand, there is nostalgia for revolution and passion 

for seeking the truth (the Way). All are complex currents intertwinecl with each 

other, and in the same way, the subjects of mass intelligence areal so intertwined. 

Far from being confined to majors and academic clepartments, the subjects of 

mass intelligence repeatedly gather and scatter, going beyond rigicl boundaries 

based on academic relationships, blood ties, or generations. The diversity anc! 

heterogeneity that mass intellectuals perform is by its nature the diametrical 

opposite of the vectors of homogeneity and monopoly. lt is because of this that 
it can scarcely be captured by capital and power. 

Depending on how its currents link up, they could produce a startling effect. 

At the moment, at sites of learning outside the university such as civil academies, 

lifelong education institutes, and centers outside institutionalizecl academic 

circles, mass intelligence is continuously "gathering and scattering." 1t is true 

that as yet it has had little impact on the university and other institutionalized 

modes of producing knowledge. This is why a newly configured collectivity 

- the "intelligence commune" is necessary. An "intelligence commune" 

can be defined as the voluntary and passionate community of learning by mass 

intellectuals. lt is a collective that represents itself only in its active networks 

without subjects and objects, without any system of protection other than what 

is found in the solidarity and association of mass intellectuals able to ceaselessly 
experiment: its very existence constitutes a challenge to capital and power. 
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Moreover, a vision that can transform the configurations of modern knowledge 

can be created only in this way. The experiment "Research Space Suyu+Nomo" 

is one example of this. 

How an "lntellectual Commune" Organizes Movement 

There is no centralizecl schema of organization in a commune. lf such 1s 111 

evidence, it is nota commune. When subjects of a commune seek voluntary anc! 

autonomous association, they must by all means represent themselves not as an 

organization or system but through activity and relation. A subject can perform 

unprecedented personalities only when the most energetic activities are cloubly 

or triply foldecl into themselves. 
The same is true oi research spaces. lt is true that some centralized hierarchy 

and activities are involved, but once there is practice and a human network to 
support it, the latter should be the basis for the organization of the research space. 

lf practice is capable of regenerating itself and inviting other subjects, it will 

constitute the center of the commune; i f practice becomes weak or the network 

gets loose, it will escape from the center or simply disappear. Everything that 

coulcl be considerecl the organizational center of our research space Suyu+Nomo 

the kitchen, café, "space +,"lectures, seminars, whagongso (bi-weeklyTuesday 

colloquium), and our mecliating committee or Chujang are all constitutecl in 

this way. 
Any member of the research space can organize practice. Neither endorsement 

nor ratification is necessary. Practice goes first, informing other members or the 

Chujang is next. lnforming the Chujang, moreover, does not mean to report to a 

higher authority but simply to make one's activity known to the whole commune 

and to seek support from the commune. Chujang's role, therefore, is not managing 
and controlling but mediating and facilitating activities. For this reason, it is not 

ha rel to see the outlines of all the activities going on at one time in research space. 

Yet, although it is possible to get the whole picture of the activities going on, it will 

be meaningless. This is because other activities are being constituted at that very 

moment. This iluidity is the basic principie of activities in the research space. 

.) I 

Precisely for this reason, any kind of study is possible in our research space. 
lnsofar as it does not break the rhythrn of creation anc! circulation, anything is 
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permitted. But i f there is anything that is opposed to this rhythrn itself or fixes a nd 

confines activities to a certa in system, or tries to individually appropriate knowledge 

or power, it will face drastic resistance. Because in doing so, revolutionary as a 

practice might be, it will repeat the pattern of the university. While the university 

is predicated on predictable and guaranteed life, an intellectual commune is 

the opposite. Each member must step out of "ruptured space/' stand on a wide 

open way, and enjoy the uncertainty and ridiculousness of such a stance. What 
one studies in research space is a separate problem. Transforming the process 
of production anc! distribution of knowledge, that is to say, the "ways of study/' 

comes first. However progressive and revolutionary knowledge that takes the form 

of certainty may be, it is just a paper tiger insofar as it repeats institutionalized 

traces. lt will be simply absorbed by capital and power. This is why universities 

since the mid-1990s have had little influence on the structure of knowleclge 

production, although a number of progressive intellectuals have entered into the 

university. 

Does this mean, then, that there is no logic to the modes of action and study 

in the commune? Certainly not. Some logics exist. But to fine! thern one has to 

expose oneself to totally different ways of questioning. Since we can encounter 

new worlds only by asking different questions, this requi res not logic nor analysis, 

but intuition and passion. 

Contingency and Contiguity 

In 2003, right after we moved our research space from the center in Jongro to 

Wonnamdong, Goh Byeong-Gwon wrote in "lntroducing the jongro Era," about 

"our peculiar ability to create problems where none exist. Problems only appear 

in transformation. Questioning while walking, anc! walking while questioning." 

This is indeed the case. After the move, we began "walking and questioning" in a 

completely new way, which made the research space start to evolve on its own. As 

soon as one accepts the fact that, rather than subjects initiating activities, activi ties 

constitute subjects, then new activities and relations proliferate. In this case, we 

began Kanghakwon anc! the language institute, created a video team and space+, 

opened classes for young people to stucly the classics (the "youth classics school") 

and so on. Some of these took the forrn of additions to existing activilies, while 

there were others that completely changed the existing configuration. 
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For example, the Long March in May 2005 became a turning paint. lt was 

significant not only because it created a "sensation" within the intellectual 

movement in Korea, but also because it completely changed the configuration 

of Research Space. How was this movement organized? 

In early 2006 we decided to publish our own bulletin. lt was an attempt to 

encounter a new outside through the medium of a journal. In order to create such 

a journal, however, we needed to explore controversial issues of our time. What 

a coincidence, or was it the will of fate? From that very moment, issues began to 

erupt one after anotherl First came the announcement by the government that 

it was moving forward on the reduction of tariff barriers required for passage of 

the Korea-US Free Trade Agreement, while the Supreme Court announced in 

favor of the government's recommencing the contested reclamation project in 

Saemangeum mudflats. At the same time, sharp confrontations emerged between 

farmers facing eviction from their land in the village of Daechuri, which was being 

seized by the US Army for the purposes of relocating its military base. These issues 
were intricately intertwined. 

Of course, each member of the commune had different antennae. Some 

reacted sharply to the FTA issue; others were infuriated by the Saemangeum 

judgment. Yet others had already become deeply involved in the Daechuri 

movement. While these different forces were producing a kind of heterogeneous 

buzz in Research Space, Chujang chairperson Goh Byeong-Gwon, Professor 

lin Kyung Lee, and I suddenly decided to dive into these waters at the meeting 

to discuss our new journal. Resistance emerged immediately. Since we do not 

organize activities by assembling our members for a discussion, it was rather 

the case that members who took these issues seriously had already begun to 

act. Goh Byeung-Gwon's statement, a "Manifesto for the Struggle of Minorities," 

had created a big sensation, and severa! members doing seminars with him had 

already begun working furiously. However, reaction of the majority of members 

was unenthusiastic. "A movement for what?" was written all over their faces. While 

they were certainly angered by developments related to the FTA, Saemanguem, 

and Daechuri issues, intervention in such issues was completely new for the 

research space. In this sense, these movements at the research space could be 

said to have first been developed "toward" ourselves. We learned little by little as 

we made our concerns about the FTA, Saemankeum and Daechuri issues public. 

As the issues began to resonate more broadly, echoes from within the research 
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space seeped outside. Suddenly the lnternet café called "F-Killer" (FTA Killer) 

appeared and began shaping public opinion on the web. Hyunsik Kim, leader 

of this café, had been an unassuming general member of our research space 

who was attending classes on the Asian classics. But, with this movement, his 

singular personality shone forth. Didi, Risom, Soya, and Suyu, also members of 

the café F-Killer, were stars who unexpectedly emerged in this process. We once 

again realized the truth that diversity of movements multiplies the potential of 

subjects. 

Then, another unexpected leap occurred. A movement that would provide 

our words with embodiment presented itself. I recollect this process as the 

following: 

Location: Kitchen in the research space 

Goh Byeong-Gwon: "I just had a great idea! We could escala te the movement 
by marching to Daechuri white doing the sanbo ílbae!" [Translator's note: 
Walking three steps and bowing on one's knees and elbows was a protest 
action used in the democracy movement of the 1980s.] 

Others: "How embarrassing ... " 

Young Chae: (embracing his knees) "I play soccer and I have to protect 
my knees." 

Sung Kwan: "I have aching joints. How about just walking?" 

Goh: "Okay, let's take a long walk from Seoul to Saemangeum." 

Others: "What. .... ???" 

Our "Lang March" (literally "Thousand Mile March" or Chunligm, and the 

slogan "Life for Saemangeum! Peace for Daec:huri! Reject the Korea-US FTA!" 

were created in just this manner.2 The reaction to the march was explosive. 

Members who had taken a "wait and see" attitude responded passionately. This 

was because powerful feelings of empathy were evoked by the realization that our 

studies and research could be taken one step further by meeting with minorities 

on the ground and directly experiencing the outside world. This is how a planning 
session for our journal took us out onto the streets and put us in contact with a 

movement. Nothing was premeditated, but at the same time we did nothing we 

did not desire to do. 
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This story illustrates the accidental way in which all activities in the research 

space take shape. This accidentalness is the basic principie of commune 

activities. Accidentalness is opposed to systematization. Organizations that act 

systematically and put an emphasis on monolithic decision making cannot be 

based on accident. Accident, on the other ha nd, makes it possible for everyone to 

organize new activities at any time and to create such unanticipated unfoldings. 

But we might ask, what is required to multiply the commune's capabilities through 

such accidentally constituted activities? That is contiguity. Agreement or decision 

by the whole is neither possible nor necessary. lt is better to first stimulate others 

who then begin to agree with your activity. As the activity proliferates here and 

there, a moment occurs when it takes on obvious force and shape. This is the 

principie of "contiguity": begin by organizing activities based on affinity and 

conveying them to contiguous areas. 
Once we had decided to march "1 000 li" (or 400 kilometers) in twelve 

days, the whole research space went inta action like a battlefield headquarters. 

The march team, transportation team, media team, research space caretakers, 

anc! various small groups were organized here and there. Goh Byeung-Gwon 

and I had no sooner offered some minimal outlines, than new centers began to 

ernerge in each group. The amazing force of "collective intelligence" had become 

apparent. The march team (or "combat team"), cleparting from Saemangeum, 

walked thirty or forty kilometers each day, coming up with new slogans at each 

place anc! encountering various minorities on the streets. The research space 

care-takers maintained routine activities in thc research space and supplied food 

and goods. Especially outstanding was the media team. They walked alongside 

the transportation tearn, which was taking care of meals, snacks, and medicine, 

recording every moment. The daily reports on the march, in the form of photos anc! 

essays, were posted on the Web through F-Ki ller Café. Duri ng the s arne per iod we 

came up with the idea of holding casual "take-a-walk" demonstrations (usually 

after clinner) in downtown Seoul. Thcse take-a-walk clemonstrations themselves 

attracted much attention, anc! colleagues and intellectuals from Japan and the 

US joined us. These activities took shape from some rough ideas sketched out by 

research space leaders, but the activities themselves were completely accidental 

in their organization. No one was a center, but anyone could be a center. 

Mutual trust is the most important quality allowing such spontaneously 
cmerging activities to evolve into effective practices. lf trust has not been 
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established, many explanations and explorations will be necessary. This is the 

reason why universities and other institutions are slow to create new activities. 

Once a proposa! has been submitted, they tend to focus on debates. This process 

appears very democratic, but such democratic proceclures usually turn inta 

limitations which impoverish possibilities. 

Moreover, it is because they share a common everydayness that members 

of the intelligence commune can leave out such intermediate stages. Neither 

documents nor ideologies can be a source of mutual trust. lt is only possible when 

physical proximity and sharing occur. The energy created by the unanticipated 

event can only be realized when calculation a nd rationality have been left behind. 

lt is because of this that sharing of everyday life should be done in the form of the 

commune rather than institutionalized organization or group. These were forces 

that took our research space inta the streets, and allowed us to complete the 

Lang March and transform its achievement into verbal discourses. The commune 

looks forward to developing a mode of study where there is no lacuna between 

knowledge and everydayness, and between revolution and discourse. 

Bodiliness and Multi-tasking 

I read books or write in the morning. After that, I may go to the research space, 

help with the el can up, act as café manager, or meet with friends visiting the space. 

After that, I read books again or participate in seminars. At night, I join in the 

colloquium on Tuesday, yoga on Wednesday, lectures on Friday, and sometimes 

other festivals or workshops, or participate in various demonstrations. When I 

list my activities, people seem to be taken aback. How can you do that much 

work? Or when, then, do you study? My answer is twofold. First: everything is 

study. Second: I still have enough time to read and write. You don't believe it? 

But it is true. 

My list of activities may be long, but the categories are things that everyone 

does. Doesn't everyone eat three times a day? Don't people talk with friends over 

tea, attend seminars, and deliver lectures? Since we do all these activities in one 

space, we save time, energy, a nd most importantly, money. In addition, because all 
these activities occur within collective relationships, they all become part of our 

studies. Eating a nd cleaning- as private activi ties they are just part of a routine. 

But these same activities produce very political meanings when they are part of 
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a collective configuralion. What ancl how do we eat? How do we circulate food? 

What is the relation between food and culture? Cleaning activities and meeting 

people are the same. lt is in this sense that everydayness can be part of our study 

or research. Becoming deeply aware of every single rhythm of routine: this is 

a commune's great strength. And once your life circle merges into collective 

relationships, ma ny extraneous reia tions and activities are reduced automatically. 

Frankly, it is the intellectual's routine that can be fatal, not only because "routine" 

becomes separated from learning but because it can be so unstructured. 

The life of a commune cloes not allow for this kind of extraneous waste ancl 

consumption. Becoming familiar with a commune's rhythm involves acljustment 

oí one's irregular routine, and in that process one's boclily constitution changes. 

Once thís processis completed, the capacity for "mu ltí-tasking" becomes al most 

automatic. Once he or she becornes accustomed to the lííestyle of the research 

space, anyone has multi-tasking ability. lt is particularly important for commune 

leaders. Multi-tasking does not necessarily mean drawing on a variety of talents, 

but rather that each ancl every potential of a person is seen as an ability. In a 

commune, cleaning, repairing a computer, taking a photo, ancl even singing a 

song well become talents. In other words, multi-tasking is on the one hand the 

way to rnake everything part oí research, and on the other, implies that knowledge 

attains embodiment. 

This is what makes knowledge in an "intellígence commune" different from 

what is taught at the university. As we know, thought and the body are separated 

in the modern configuration oí knowledge. Accumulation of knowledge often 

means a kind of disembocliment. This is especially true when mental processes 

are represented only as measurable or quantifiable capabilities. Knowledge in 

a commune, however, goes along with bodily talents. Although they may not 

correspond to each other in the beginning, the lacuna between the two narrows 
as activi ties multiply unti I eventually they overlap. The May Long March upgraded 
our abilíties in this sense. 

Exteriority and lntensity 

"There is no system oi circulation closecl to the outside world. From this open, 

outside world elements of variation enter anew, and if the system can accept 
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these externa I elements and maintain its stability, the circulating system itselfwill 

be transíormed into a new creature. The scale of the transformation can be, of 

course, big or small, but what is obvíous is that the survíval power of any system 

of circulation will be determined by the degree of dimension that it can accept, 

not by destroying or dismantling something in the process oí accepting it but by 

the dimension oí its capacity that can rnaintain new stability."1 

A commune can be described sirnilarly. A commune's survival power is 

determined by the dimensiona nd degree oí its capacity to contact the outside. The 

externa I always approaches accidentally. Thus it is another aspect of acciclentalness. 

To either exclude or internalize the externa I that comes unexpectedly is dangerous 

for a commune. Strengthening interna! boundaries means that systemization and 

hierarchy operate írom within. 

There are a variety of "externalities" in the research space. To begin with, 

looking at its members, you can find "irregular" members who are more deeply 

involved than regular members. They constitute intensive activi ties without being 

members. They íorm a network which is so strong it can be called a cornmune. 

Through them, the research space encounters vectors of heterogeneity: the worlcls 

of sculpture, science, the "inter-commune-net," and so forth. In other words, the 

boundary between the inside a nd the outside of the research space is a folc! with 

multiple layers that is a Iso very flexible. After the Long March, the research space's 

dimension was widened through our associa tions with activists a nd internationals 

who were participating in the demonstrations. 

Recently, a very peculiar externality took shape: these were the students at 

the Youth Classics School. Elementary, middle, a nd high school students - in 

other words, teenagers comprise the majority of students at this school. Their 

relation to the commune also sprang up in a very accidental way. We began 

to have many children gathering in the café. Members brought their children, 
who would read comic books while their mothers took seminars. One day, we 

hit on the idea of teaching these children classical thought and literature. Who 

would do it? Undergraduate and graduate students in the research space. They 

neecled part-time work. The two neecls seemed to converge instantaneously, 

and we immediately set up the Youth Classics School. A new policy that does 

not require students to attend school on alternating Saturdays went into efiect 

soon thereafter. We rapidly set up Saturday and Sunclay classes. Obviously both 
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accident and contiguity allowed these developments to take place. A good idea 

emerged, I was able to interest others nearby, and then go on to the more detailed 

decisions about teachers, course content, and publicity. Once the program was 

set up its impact went beyond what we had expected. First, by giving teenagers 

an opportunity to learn the classics, it also gave their teachers the chance to 

study them. We hadal so been concerned about how to teach Asian classics to a 

young generation receiving a Western-oriented education, and this concern was 

simultaneously resolved. In the process, the distinctive qualities of the younger 

generation became more visible to us. On Saturdays and Sundays, the research 

space became filled with elementary, middle, and high school students. Moreover, 

they were no longer marginalized subjects, forced by their parents to cometo 

the research space and killing time, but became important participants in the 

research space. An unfamiliar scene of relation has been constituted for both 

us and them. "What we have to recognize once again is that each part is the 

condition for other parts' action and operation, and becomes their environment. 

In other words, everything is a 'subject' that acts by using neighboring things or 

the whole which is not oneself, and at the same time becomes the 'environment' 

that provi des the whole or neighboring things with con di tions for their activities."4 

No one knows where and how these new relationships spring. But it is clear that 

they will bring us to a world that is very lively and unfamiliar. 

Externality is often misunderstood. Unconditionality or flexibility are often 

confused with externality. But externality is no such thing. Simple openness can 

reduce the cornmune's strength and integrity, because it does not operate as the 

outside that brings tension to the inside. Thus, externality always represents itself 

in the formo f intensity. Passi on for collective relationships, the will to shape a new 

life beyond oneself, energy to escape from the codes of capital and power, are 

the preconditions for such intensity. How, then, can we recognize "externality"? 

lt is not so hard. A commune is neither a text nor a mathematical equation, but 

it is intuitively recognizable through its association with bodiliness. There of 

course co-exist various differences and temporalities. What is important is that 

these differences make a dynarnic rhythm, ma king a great circulation. lt is at this 

sense that producing a commune subject who is completely different from the 

subject of the university is possible. 
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Epilogue 

As everyone knows, capitalism is based on the system of private ownership. And in 

capitalism, such ownership extends not only to property but also to "identity."5 1t 

goes without saying the sa me is true o f knowledge in capitalist society. lntellectuals 

see knowledge as their private property, which determines their identity. From 

here ari se problems such as the separation between knowledge a nd the body, a nd 

between knowledge a nd everyday li fe. The university produces loyal subjects of the 

trinity, "knowledge, power, and capital," by reinforcing this private possession. 

lt is most important for intellectual communes to destroy this chain of 

private ownership. Private ownership of property notwithstanding, they must 

fundamentally dismantle the private appropriation of knowledge. Just as private 

ownership is basically premised on theft, knowledge cannot be privately possessed 

without being based on theft. What does it mean to know? To know is "to sever 

and gather" in a particular way the current of information floating in the world, 

the secret meanings of the universe, or the ways of words. That is not something 

that comes out of the brain of an individual subject. That is the outcome of 

intelligence networks and very special collective relations. Therefore, it is not 

desirable that a certain individual or group privately appropriates knowledge. 

Just as life is in an infinite stream, knowledge must be in the incessant current 

of circulation. lntellectual communes, communities of knowledge and life that 

can connect themselves to all the knowledge in the world by not possessing 

anything and that can constantly produce something by being empty, will run 

to this "horizon of immortality." The power that overthrows the configuration of 

modern knowledge will be created on this journey- a journey that will be both 

reckless and enjoyable. I hope that "intellectual communes" like "Research Space 

Suyu+Nomo" will stream forth, here and there, all over the world. 

NOTES 

1 "Uri sahoeúi chisigin," a lecture delivered by Goh Byeong-Gwon in summer, 2006. 
The Korea-US Free Trade Treaty was signed on June 30, 2007. As of December 2008, 
it had not yet been ratified by the US Congress. The Supreme Court's ruling in favor 
of the government on the Saemangeum reclamation project ended many years of 
contestation of the project by environmental groups. Started in 1991, the project 
aims to construct a 30 kilometer sea wall along the Saemanguem estuary on the 
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coast ot the Yellow Sea, and to convert the estuarial area to agricultura! or industrial 
use. The area is a habitat for migralory birds, including the endangered Nordmann's 
Greenshank and the Spoon-billed Sandpiper. An lnternet search for Saemanguem will 
demonstrate the effectiveness of opponents' efforts to disseminate ínformation on the 
Web. 

' Gilles Delenue and Felix Guattair, Mi-rae ui Maksu-chuu I (Milles Plateaux). Trans. 
Lee, Jín Kyung (Seoul: Kurinbí, 2006), 364. 

.¡ lbid., 359 
" "Communc-chuui wa soyu," a lecture delivercd by Goh Byeong-Gwon in summer 

2006. 
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TRACES EDITORS RECOMMEND 

THE Eou-FACTORY MACHINE: 
TRANSNA110NAl POUTICS AND 

I NSTITUTIONS 

www.edu-factory.org 

• •••• 

The oid institutions are crumbling from central banks to political parties, from 

museums to newspapers, from broadcast television to schools. They cannot 

cope with the continua! rollout of crises one after the next. Nor can they adapt 

to the encroachment of networks on their borders. Most are trying to brand their 

way out of their dead ends. Doubtless some will survive, but most will become 

extinct. In any case, a radical polítics can no longer be committed to the fong 

march through these institutions. 

www.edu-factory.org seeks to become a theoretical and political machine 

for the production of the com mon and just-in-time interventions during a timc of 

crisis. Moving from an extensive to an intensive mode of networked organization, 

and through a constant process of updates and innovations, we present a tool

kit that is both experimental and conventional: a discussion list and website; 

the publication and translation of our first book, The Global Universíty; the 

organization of and collaboration at meetings and public events all around the 

world; plans for a webjournal devoted to analyzing how the university "works" 

-- both the "occupations" that it enforces and those that it incites. 

This is what we call the construction of an autonomous ínstítution or the 

invention of the university of the common. To work in this way to build up a 

network of struggles is to move from the logic of "exchange" to the translation of 

struggles based on their irreducible singularity and heterogeneity. 
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